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Based on Matthew 2:13-23 

 I hope that we’ve all had a fantastic Christmas.  A Christmas that was not only 

spiritually uplifting, but also joyous and joyful in so many other ways too - important 

ways, like visiting with friends and family, making time for rest and reflection.  Taking 

time to prepare food for those we love and time to eat that food with people we care 

about. 

 Advent - the time of waiting for the coming of the Christ, has been replaced with 

Christmas - the reality that the Christ has now come.  There are many different traditions 

of course, but in my tradition, the word Christmas means the 12 days of Christmas - 

sometimes also known as Christmastide.  This is the period that begins on Christmas day 

and ends 12 days later on January 5.  Today! 

 Advent is a lovely time.  We all know the wonders.  Jesus is born in a stable to 

poor, loving parents.  In our minds we hear cattle lowing, we visualize a calm, placid 

scene.  Poor, simple, but faithful shepherds came for a visit.  Wise, rich, but respectful 

magi came from afar.  When we all left our Christmas Eve services this year, we were 

warmed by these wonderful images.  And the overall picture we were given to reflect on 

at Christmas Eve was certainly a serene, pastoral one. 

 But as we all know, the journey from Advent to Christmas is not always a pleasant 

trip.  Sometimes, we prepare an elaborate Christmas dinner, only to find that some of our 

family members can’t make it after all.  Or - from our childhood memories - after pawing 

through the Sears Christmas catalog until our fingers were discoloured and waiting to 

open presents that were happily sitting under the tree, we found that the presents we 

opened were disappointing after our intense anticipation.  Or perhaps I should say that we 

were disappointed because we had worked ourselves into a state.  Sometimes, reality 

simply can’t match anticipation.  Sometimes, reality has a bit too much … reality … to it. 
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 Today, our reading from Matthew provides just that type of contrast.  The same 

sort of … reality.  Today, we read a piece of the Nativity story that is usually glossed over 

or completely forgotten in our Christmas pageants.  Today we read that not too long after 

the birth of Jesus, Jesus’s family left the neighbourhood and many young people were 

killed.  In Roman Catholic tradition, our reading from Matthew is tied to a celebration 

called, “The slaughter of the innocents”. 

 I wonder why we don’t include this part of the Nativity in our pageants??  Surely 

we - as adults - understand that good things and bad things come at the same time.  

Always. 

 I do confess though, it’s a bit hard to know exactly what to do with the story of 

the slaughter of the innocents.  I suppose one obvious question would be - did it actually 

happen?  According to Gordon Franz, who is written up on the web site, “Associates for 

Biblical Research” it’s a bit hard to know.   1

 Apparently, scholars have not unearthed any copies of the Jerusalem Post from 4 

CE.  Much of our knowledge of what happened in Palestine in the first century comes 

from the Jewish historian Flavius Josephus.  And Josephus does not tell of Herod 

committing the act described by Matthew.  At all.  Josephus, of course, wrote history for 

his own purposes, so just because he doesn't mention the story does not mean that it did 

not happen.  It certainly has been well-established that Herod killed many people who he 

perceived as threats to this throne, including one brother-in-law, one mother-in-law, his 

second wife, and three of his own sons. 

 What is also known is that the Christian church did make a big deal out of the 

story.  The “innocents” are considered by some to be the first martyrs for Christianity.  

There is a liturgy from Byzantine that says that 14,000 children were killed.  There is also 

a Syrian tradition that implies that 64,000 children were killed.  However, biblical 

historian William Albright has suggested that the population of Bethlehem at the time of 

the birth of Jesus would only have been about 300 people, from which he estimates that if 
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this story happened at all, less than a dozen children would have been killed. 

 Many scholars suggest that the story of the slaughter of the innocents was never 

meant to represent a historical event in any case.  Remember that this story is only found 

in the Gospel of Matthew.  And Matthew consistently frames Jesus as the “New Moses”.  

Many scholars feel that the story of the slaughter of the innocents, and the whole notion 

of the “flight into Egypt” is meant to parallel the stories about Moses.  In the stories of 

Moses, Moses fled out of Egypt, and was rescued from a general decree - from Pharaoh 

this time - that all male babies were to be killed.  The story in Matthew strongly parallels 

the stories of the early life of Moses. 

 And so - as with so many other traditions that surround Christmas - we are left to 

draw our own conclusions.  Each one of us is invited to read these stories and to find the 

teaching in the story that is most meaningful to us. 

!
[discussion - what do we think / do with this story?] 

!
 Personally, I am not too worried - or even all that interested - in the historicity of 

the story of the slaughter of the innocents.  Where I find meaning in the story is in the 

essential idea that Jesus’s family felt that they had to move in order to be who they felt 

they needed to be.  They had to travel as a family to a new place, and create new lives for 

themselves.  And in moving away, they had to take what was important to them.  And in 

taking what was important to them, they had to first decide what was important to them. 

 Now in Jesus’s case, I assume it was fairly easy to decide what to take.  Since 

Joseph and Mary arrived on foot - or donkey - in Bethlehem, when they left, they 

presumably just took all that they had brought with them.  I don’t know that of course.  

But I do know that when I pack for a trip, it may take me awhile to select what I’m going 

to take, but when it’s time to pack up to come home, it’s very simple - I just pack 

everything in sight that is mine.  Deciding what to take on a holiday is straight-forward.  

We just need to consider the expected weather and our anticipated activities.  And of 

course, once all the planning is done, we use conventional wisdom and pack half as many 
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clothes, and take twice as much money. 

 But in other areas of life, “packing” and “traveling” take on different meanings.  

I’m sure we all have our own personal stories about packing and moving, but I can’t help 

but think of the parallels between Matthew’s story and the plans that we have as a 

congregation.  We - as a congregation - are planning to pack up and move away from this 

building for a time, with the intention of returning to a newly renovated building.  And as 

with Jesus and his family, our time away from this place will be an extended period of 

time.  And so we are now facing the same decisions that Jesus’s family faced. 

 How are we to travel?  What sort of journey are we expecting?  What sort of 

journey are we open to?  Do we imagine living a frugal life while we are away - just 

hanging on and hoping for the day that the journey finally ends?  Or do we imagine 

finding exciting new ways - not only to survive - but to thrive and grow?  Are we 

approaching our move with open hearts, or with dragging feet?  Are we approaching our 

move with energy and gusto, or with resignation and resentment? 

 Your feelings about the future of this congregation are important.  And we all 

have feelings about this.  I hope that many of you feel free to share those feeling - with 

each other, and with me.  As long as we face the future together, we will be fine. 

 What will we have to take with us so that while we are away, we are still us?  Do 

we need all this “stuff”?  Do we just need each other?  Do we need our food ministries?  

What do we need?  What do we have to pack and take with us in order to continue to be 

Wesley Mimico United Church? 

 I believe that the way to begin is to ask ourselves what it is that makes us Wesley 

Mimico United Church right here and now. 

 Because as we know who we are, we will know what we have to pack. 

!
Amen.
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